This section is designed as a ready reference to the field commander who may require additional sources of information, reach-back expertise or other assets to solve a cultural property challenge forward.
- Applicable Command Structure Flowchart
- Defense Intelligence Agency Modernized Intelligence Data Base (MIDB)
- J2 Geospatial planners
- J3 Information Operations
- J4 Engineers
- J5 Policy and Plans
- J9 Civil Affairs
- Websites and Searching the Web

[www.cchag.org](http://www.cchag.org) – DoD funded website containing cultural property protection information including educational and reference materials. This site links to all host nation heritage laws and has specialized materials mainly useful for AFRICOM, CENTCOM, and SOUTHCOM AORs
• Country Specific Archaeological Websites – Key words would be: name of the country and “archaeological survey” or “archaeological sites”
• Country Specific Heritage Websites – Key words would be: name of the country and “ministry of culture” or “cultural heritage”
• Religious Heritage Inventories – for example the Islamic Architectural Heritage Data Base; www.islamicarchitecturedatabase.org/ircica/index.php
• Colorado State University Center for the Environmental Management of Military Lands (CEMML) annotated cultural property protection bibliography linked to www.cchag.org
• International and National Lists
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like UNESCO and host nation National Register of Historic Preservation equivalents – with the caution that these sources are not comprehensive or complete
- CIA Factbooks and Country Profiles
- UK MOD Naval Intelligence Handbooks – WW II
- Country Profiles like those developed by the World Bank
- Combatant Command country profiles
- Theater Security Cooperation Plans
- Statutory Mandates and Guidance
- Hague Convention, and 1st and 2nd Protocols
- National Historic Preservation Act Section 402
• CENTCOM 200-2, Environmental Regulation
  • Overseas Environmental Baseline Guidance Document (OEBGD)
  • GTA 41-01-002
  • SMEs including Installation Cultural Resources Managers, Combatant Command Environmental Staff, and CCHAG Subject Matter Expert Partners. The Society for American Archaeology, the Archaeological Institute of America, and the Smithsonian can suggest subject matter experts
  • The U.S. Department of State’s Cultural Heritage Center at 1-202-453-8800, or send an email to the following address: culprop@state.gov.
• Museum security network – provides up to date information on damage to cultural property during conflict and illegal activity involving cultural property world wide
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